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DOUBLE DUTY
Despite its touring orientation, the Mondial t Cabriolet delivers an impressive dose of performance. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY ZACHARY MAYNE
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Inside, the t featured a steer-
ing column that was adjustable
for reach and rake, and part-
nered with hydraulically
assisted power steering; these
were new features for a Ferrari.
Restyled seats offered much
better lateral support, and the
smaller but thicker steering
wheel was a big improvement
over its predecessor. The dash
and center console were
updated, while the new larger
gauges were orange on black,
rather than white on black. 

While not as popular as the
two-seat 348, the Mondial t was
still a good seller. Over a four-
year production run that lasted
from 1989 until 1993, Ferrari
built around 850 coupes and
just over 1,000 Cabriolets.

For years, I dreamed of
owning a Ferrari,”
explains Marsala, who is

currently serving as the mayor
of Atherton, California. “I
always liked the Mondial, but I
never thought it was something
I would have.” 

In mid-2002, he finally
decided to act on his lifelong
dream. “A friend told me there
were about 70 Ferraris on eBay
in any given week,” he recalls.
“I lost the first three that I
tried to buy.” 

His persistence paid off
when a 1991 Mondial t
Cabriolet appeared on the auc-
tion website that October. The
car was located in nearby Palo
Alto, so Marsala was able to
inspect it before he entered his

In the 1992 movie Scent of a
Woman, a gruff, retired mil-
itary man played by Al

Pacino gets to fulfill the lifelong
dream of many car enthusi-
asts—driving a Ferrari. Pacino’s
character is blind, but that does-
n’t stop a New York City Ferrari
dealer from letting him and a
friend take a spin in a brand-
new Mondial t Cabriolet. 

Suspend your disbelief for a
moment, and it’s actually a
pretty neat scene. Pacino’s glee-
ful grin as he wrings out the
quad-cam V8, with the exhaust
note bouncing raucously off
the skyscrapers, is something
anyone can relate to. 

The scene also shows that,
while the Mondial has had to
weather quite a bit of criticism
from some tifosi, it’s still a
Ferrari through and through. It
embodies the same elements
that make all of Maranello’s
cars desirable: a jewel of a pow-
erplant, inimitable Italian
styling and a chassis and sus-
pension that have benefited
from the company’s competi-
tion heritage. 

We were already believers in
the Mondial, having come away
very impressed with a 3.2 coupe
after a back-to-back comparison

with a 328 [“Sibling Rivalry,”
FORZA #60]. So when Charles
Marsala tossed us the keys to his
1991 Mondial t Cabriolet (s/n
88602), we were confident the
drop-top version of the ultimate
Mondial could deliver the goods
for us the way it had for Pacino.

Introduced at the Geneva
Auto Show in 1980, the
Mondial replaced the 308

GT4. The new car shared its
predecessor’s 2+2 seating con-
figuration and mid-engine lay-
out, but its styling was much
more conservative. Where the
Bertone-penned GT4 was an
aggressive wedge of 1970s
sheetmetal along the lines of
the Maserati Merak and
Lamborghini Urraco, the
Pininfarina-designed Mondial
went in a more understated
direction, proclaiming a new-
found focus on luxury and
sporty touring. Although it’s
named for one of the com-
pany’s ’50s sports-racers, the
Mondial is one of the least dra-
matic-looking Ferraris ever. 

Initially, power came from
the same carbureted 3-liter V8
that motivated the 308. Over
the years, the Mondial followed
the same powerplant evolution

as its two-place sibling, mean-
ing that fuel injection was
added in 1981, four-valve heads
appeared in ’82 and displace-
ment was increased to 3.2 liters,
the same as the 328, in 1985.

In 1989, Ferrari chose the
Mondial t to debut an all-new
3,405cc V8. For the first time,
the mid-mounted engine sat
longitudinally and was mated
to a transverse transaxle—
hence the “t” suffix—located
behind it. The 3.4-liter engine,
which would soon be used in
the 348, featured an aluminum
block and heads, Nikasil-
coated cylinder liners, four
overhead camshafts and a rela-
tively high compression ratio of
10.4:1. The U.S. version pro-
duced 295 horsepower at 7,200
rpm and 237 lb-ft of torque at
4,200 rpm, endowing the t
with a 0-60 mph sprint of just
5.6 seconds and a top speed of
158 mph.

Shifting was handled by an
all-new five-speed manual gear-
box. In 1993, Ferrari offered
the optional Valeo semi-auto-
matic setup, which allowed the
driver to manually shift with-
out depressing a clutch pedal.
Though this precursor to the
F1 transmission received favor-

able reviews, few Mondials
were equipped with it. 

The chassis remained
mostly unchanged from earlier
models, though it did receive a
subframe that held the engine
and transaxle. The revised dri-
vetrain layout lowered the car’s
center of gravity by five
inches, and handling and
roadholding were further
enhanced by new electrically
adjustable shock absorbers.
Wheel and tire sizes remained
unchanged—7x16-inch alloys
wrapped with 205/55ZR16
rubber in front and 8x16-
inchers with 225/55ZR16s
out back—as did the 11.1-
inch disc brakes. 

The Mondial t’s exterior
received significant, though
subtle, changes. Where earlier
Mondials had featured mini-
mal but sharp fender flares, the
t’s rounded front and rear
fenders bulged out slightly to
give the body a more hour-
glass-shaped figure. The
change is hard to spot at a
glance, but it adds a bit of vol-
ume to the rather slab-sided
aesthetics. The side intakes
were also restyled; they were
now rectangular rather than
angled upward at the rear edge. 
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Above: Longitudinal 300-hp

3.4-liter V8 mates to five-speed

transverse (thus the “t”)

transaxle. Opposite: Rounded

fenders give Mondial t a subtle

hourglass shape.



bid, thereby reducing much of
the trepidation that can come
with buying a Ferrari on the
Internet. “It had recovered
seats and was located just five
miles from my house, so I fig-
ured I was saving $2,000 on
transport fees.” 

Auction won, Marsala
immediately pressed his newly
acquired 60,000-mile Mondial
into regular use. He drives it
three or four times a week
when the weather is nice,
though only once a week or so
during Northern California’s
wet winters. After roughly
10,000 miles, his Ferrari expe-
rience has been a positive one.
“I wanted a convertible and I
like the 2+2 design,” remarks
Marsala. “The back seats are
great for overnight trips. A few
times, I’ve even had four peo-
ple in the car.” The only prob-
lem he’s encountered thus far
was a failed oxygen sensor.

When we stop to pho-
tograph the car in
front of the Pacific

Ocean, we quickly realize that
the Mondial t’s styling has aged
well, the simple purity of line
giving the car a handsome rak-
ishness. It offers a good dose of

understatement and subtlety, a
breath of fresh air in a world of
ground-scraping, hyper-exotic
sports cars. The Mondial may
not be the most stunning Ferrari
on the road, but park it next to
“regular” cars and there’s no
denying it’s an attention-getter. 

We pull open the door and
drop into the driver’s seat. Our
first impression is how roomy
the t’s two-tone black and tan
interior feels, a sensation
heightened by the fact that
there’s nothing but sky over our
heads. The chunky, leather-
bound wheel falls to hand more
easily than in earlier V8
Ferraris, since it is positioned
closer to vertical.

The 3.4-liter engine fires
with a muted burble and settles
down to a steady idle. After
slotting the chrome shifter into
its dog-leg first gear, we head
away from the ocean to a
nearby winding country lane,
the perfect place to test the
Mondial’s performance. 

Accelerating hard down a
short straight, there’s no doubt
the t is good for all of its 295
horsepower; it feels considerably
quicker than its 270-hp 3.2-liter
predecessor. The four-cam V8
spins quickly through the rev

range with a hard-edged metal-
lic howl, and the hefty mid-
range shove gets progressively
stronger as the engines shrieks
towards redline. The euphoric
soundtrack is helped greatly by
the fact that there’s no roof to
muffle the symphony.

The Ferrari sails back and
forth through a series of
medium-speed bends in a reas-
suringly neutral manner. Turn-
in is keen, with a minimum
amount of speed-scrubbing
understeer to spoil the fun.
The light steering makes it
easy to position the Mondial
on the road. While period
purists no doubt looked aghast
at the power assist, Ferrari’s
engineers did a great job of
retaining steering feel and
weighting in their quest for
improved ease of use. 

The t’s lower center of grav-
ity pays dividends when it
comes to handling. It feels
more hunkered down than ear-
lier Mondials (although not as
much as the more sporting
348) and is easier to drive fast
and get into a satisfying
rhythm. However, there is con-
siderable body roll when the
shocks are set to their soft set-
ting. Hitting the button with

the two little shock-absorber
icons stiffens the suspension
enough to inject more confi-
dence into the equation,
though it doesn’t completely
transform the Mondial’s tour-
ing-oriented behavior.

This isn’t enough to spoil
our fun; overall, we are very
impressed by how eagerly the t
sprints down the road. At the
limit, the car has a certain elas-
tic feel to it, as though it
would take a lot to provoke it
to bite. We get the feeling it
could be happily drifted in a
tail-out fashion if the desire
was there. The brakes are per-
fectly capable, hauling the
Ferrari down from speed in
drama-free fashion. 

The Mondial t Cabriolet
may not be the fastest nor
most curvaceous Ferrari, but it
comports itself well under
close examination and is a
truly fun car to drive. It’s also
something of an historical
treasure: There’s really nothing
else from the era that offers
this level of performance, has
seating for four and can drop
its top to let in the sun. Add
the effusive howl of its V8, and
we’re not surprised that Pacino
loved his. O
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